Autor-X?

What's this?
Autor-X is a forum for amateur writers, professionals and all keyboard makers in between.
First, a hobby author is someone who does not live by writing.
This applies to the majority of authors and writers.
No matter if you never thought or just thought of publishing something or even having
something in the drawer at some point, but you just are not sure what to do with it, here you
are helped.
It's not about releasing your works for free, even if you're allowed to do that as well. Also, not
to suck the creative blood from your veins and make profit with it. For that reason alone not,
because the entire offer of the forum is completely free. We want to provide a platform for
those who have been repelled by the big communities who are looking for and finding success
in the little things, and most of all, they do not want to miss one thing: the fun.
It is aimed at anyone who likes to write and read stories.
Here you can talk to each other, improve spelling and expression, if necessary, or just share
with others.
That's your platform for that.
Autor-X offers hobby authors a home and a point of contact.
• There are areas for presentations and for test readers.
• For editors and proofreaders who provide their services in the forum, or
to offer their paid professional services
• For cover artwork and illustrations.
• In short, there is the right area for everything.

Authors whose works are grammatically (no matter whether old or new spelling rules) and in
the expression are rounded off, can switch on request in the group of the authors and offer
their works also for the Download.

Does it cost something?
No, Autor-X offers are free. Only the download database, the bookshelf, is only available to
donors. But enough for 5, - € per year.
On the one hand this is a protection against uncontrolled downloads and also a small help
with the maintenance costs. The surplus is distributed to equitable portions as pocket money
to the authors.
However, members may offer external services, which may also be charged.
But that has to be communicated exactly and has nothing to do with the forum.

Bookshelf? Downloads? What is it about?
Our books are offered in PDF, EPUP and AZW3 format.
These formats are supported by most e-book readers.
All files are subject to German copyright and are the intellectual property of the authors.
Modification, expression, reprinting, even in part, as well as distribution by film, radio and
television, by photomechanical reproduction, sound carriers and data processing systems of
any kind only with the written permission of the author.
Violations are prosecuted under criminal and civil law.

My texts are also in the forum area. Are they safe there?
Unfortunately, there is no effective way to prevent the copying of texts. Any technical
measure can easily be undone. For this, only little knowledge is required. So the only security
is German copyright.
And that is also enforced. Anyone who violates this will be reported immediately.
Because it also applies in the forum area:
The published texts of the authors are subject to German copyright law.
The copying of the texts, the printing, reprinting, even in part, as well as distribution by film,
radio and television, by photomechanical reproduction, sound carriers and data processing
systems of any kind only with the written permission of the author.
Violations are prosecuted under criminal and civil law.

What kind of stories can I post?
All!
There is the right area for everything. And if the appropriate area does not exist, it will be set
up as needed.
There are markings for age ratings, so that can (and must) be marked for which age group the
work is suitable.

May only be written in German?
Here we come in the area: questions to Radio Yerevan.
So in principle, yes. Autor-X is a German forum, which is mainly aimed at German or
German-speaking readers.
It is also allowed and possible to publish English texts.
Therefore, the forum is designed largely bilingual.

Is that all, or is there more?
Yes, there is more.
There is a lexicon that is intended as a reference for terms and provides useful information on
various topics.
There it is partly about books, what a surprise , but in part there are also general consumer
protection information. There, current product recalls and RAPEX notifications are published.
Further expansion is possible as desired.

If this appeals to you, then sign up.
And write your fingers sore .
Have fun with us.

